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the Huerta
government to succeed
rule.
An Intimation that the United
States would not demand reparation
for tfle losses sustained at Vera Cruz
or expect to be recouped for the enormous expenditures already made in
an attempt to pacify Mexico was given
to the Mexican delegates soon after
the conference opened. This made tt
easy for the opposing delegates to
meet harmoniously. It was responsible largely for the'ease with which
a general understanding was reached
between them, and It lent consistency
to the American demand, that consideration be given to the constitutional'
ist cause.
After a long conference between
the mediators and the Mexican delegates, it was learned that the counter
proposals , of .the United States were
entirely satisfactory, but the Mexican
delegates expressed confidence that
In a few more conversations the
points of disagreement would be adjusted,

AMERICAN PEACE PLAN, CONSISTING
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300

DAT!

A.B.C.I1

CONFERENCE

mediately from either party, however,
aa the mediators then will ask the
American, delegates to begin to ascertain the attitude of the constitutionalists. This may' proceed through
the' Washington government, or In any
manner the- delegates choose. The
OLD
mediators will take a brief recess
in the meantime. Snouid there be
any new suggestions from the constitutionalists, the United States government will endeavor to arrive at a
'
compromise with them. When an
agreement is reported Uu&- - results will
No Blockade at, Tampico 1
again be placed before the mediation
Mexico, Jne 8. (by way
Tampico,
board and the Huerta delegates.
Texis. June 97
of
Brownsville,
The correspondence between the
blockadHuerta's
President
mediators and the constitutionalists
Tamoff
arrived
which
is expected to be brought to an end ing squadron
vanished from view
this
morning
pico
in another day or two. The mediaan opportunity to estors are insistent on their original without having
the proposed blocktablish
officially
MUCH VAUNTED BLOCKADE WAS A HERE MYTH terms declaration of an armistice ade against the port. The two Mexiand broadening the discussion from
can gunboats, the Rr&vos and the
internal control to Internal questions.
hoisted anchor and steamed
Zaragoza,
The constitutionalists are willing to
Proviat 5 o'clock, accompanied
southward
Address
Without
Leaving
meet the mediators on a satisfactory
Iluerta's, Squadron Vanishes
before
as
by the American cruiser
basis as to the latter points, but they
sional President Reviews Guard at Chapultepec Reported
the gunboat Sacramento.
and
Tacoma
are absolutely determined against de
'
Their destination Is not stated but
That Antilla Will Land and Discharge Cargo Unmolested
claring any armistice.
be
Coatzacoalicos.
to
it was supposed
Starving Women in Mazatlan Ask Permision to Enter
It was announced by the mediating
arrival of the
the
after
that they would Immediately
plenipotentiaries
Lines of Constitutionalist Army Rumors of
Mexican gunboats this, morning Rear
mako public today their correspondAdmiral Mayo, in command of the
Fighting at Hermosillo Denied
ence with the constitutionalists but
American naval forced here, summonword was received today through the
ed the captain of the Zaragoza aboard
American delegates that General Car
In
After
weeks.
the
of
the
many
battleship Minnesota and informed
president
ranza's answer to their latest note alWashington, June 9. Secretary
learnwas
him
that instructions of the utmost
had
it
left,
with
Bryan
Secretary
States Bryan, after a conference
ready had been despatched to Wash importance had befin received from
s
the
besides discussing
President Wilson on the Mexican sit- ed that
ington, and would be forwarded by
Washington, with orders; to communiof constitutionalist participation
cabinet
the
Rafael Zubaran. It was1 decided there cate
regular
before
uation,
the same to the .Mexican comboth be in mediation they also had taken up fore to withhold publication for the
"
meeting today, announced that
mander.
the
arms
jV
for
the proposed landing of
,
present.
and the president were' hopeful the
Instructions were
these
of
"Details
the
at
constitutionalists
by
in
Tampico
No answer from the constitutional
constitutionalists would participate
steamer Antilla. Nothing could - be ists" "which" does
for an
the mediation negotiations at Niagara
informed the Mexican fiapltan that the
learned as to conclusion that might immediate armistice will
them
permit
Falls.
government would, not
Washington
have been reached as to what this gov-- to enter the Sjgotlatlons
The
The secretary of state left for New
with the trafinterference
any
permit
but ment would do in view of the suspen
have token a firm stand on
nor
Jersey after making this statement
fic of the port
permit the Miexioan
S?
sion of the Huerta blockade.
this point
it was apparent he was much encourr
the
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to
enter
At the cabinet meeting the ques
for sucA factor in the con sti tutionalists gunboats
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aged over the present prospect
communication
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only
conview Is. that the military chiefs and
cess of the mediation conferences. His tion of ammunition reaching the
occurred
during the
the
with
gunboats
Increased hopes. It la believed here, stitutionlists from the United States leaders, over a year ago signed' a pact afternoon when a tug went out to the
was the cheif subject of discussion, known as1 the plan of Gnidalupe,
were based on reports that had, reachwith constitutionalist offiand Secretary of Commerce Redfield Which provide specifically that the Zaragazoa
constituthe
of
ed him from agents
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who
cers
was directed to hold up at Galveston constitutiohalists
shall take posses
tionalists here, who have been In
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to
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of
the
at
cargo
consigned,
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City
by force of arms to
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with General
the constitutionalists..
a provisional presi
agents, which la on the way and establish
Saltillo. What is the exact nature of
to the Texas port on the Morgan Hu- dency. "To effect a change In that
Leave City
General Carranza's attitude toward
tr El Sul. The ship cleared for Gal- plan harmoniously, another conference On Board United States Ship,
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from
Cali
the recent communication
veston and was to transship the car of cljiefs might be necessary and this
disclosed.
not
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?
to a ship, of the Wolvin lino for could not ba eald, the constitutional fornia, June
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was
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framed
Tampico.; Aa Secretary Redfield left ists eay, unless there
the mediators' proposals had been
by .the plea of 200
the White House h said he would adyance a peace plan, likely to be at-chief
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the
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agent,
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his
the
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..their dwelling
ranza was expected
hav so desire, to
- tome at Baltimore, that t.h,e,; amburai the risk of an armistice without
inAieififiSfr 4e lines of .ifce 'pAstltud
lew of this', It was deemed likely Carthe
discussed
proposals
peace
first
American liner Arcadle was loading ing
tibnatlB tfrm? which haa fceea destag
ranza'B answer to the mediators would
to- there ten thousand dollars worth of among themselves..'"
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to
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forwarded
the port , for mftnths.,
not' be
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.that
Everything
ammunition consigned to Hamburg.
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their
American
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The collector reported that Jhe be- by
Zubaran procured a direct wire Into
An the field artillery of the Mex
contin
nrftnnaWfoiPrtMic4FStf
been
lieved the consignment notice was a
district
Juarez last night and forwarded to
&lijjiati Mjistitutionalist ican garrison of the northern
subterfuge and that, thre ammunilon gent upon
situation
in- - piled on tie
California
3Uwer
of
Cfcrranza Information on the
confiIs
a
was deatlnjedt for Mexico. As approval, so that,Jhere
here, for which the constitutionalist. actually
dence! in many quarters, that agree beach at Enenada, awaiting shipment
Antilla
there
considerable
toilthe
.'was
chief had made request before com
ment with the constitutionalists will to Mexico. City, Becoming w Teyun
of his po-- , discussion in the cabinet and it was not be a difficult task If
statement
formal
a
pleting
they do not brought to Sftn Diego today by passen
de- declared no directions had been Kent
The mediators gers on the steamer Victoria. Gnly
sltion. When all the Information
conference.
the
relative to permitting her to land her Eln
sired from General Carranza reaches
confident today of reconciling the two or there machine guns have been
of ammunition at Tampico.
cargo
form
civil
in
diplomatic
counter
here It would put
'proposals of the American regained by General Vasquez,
"
Immenorththe
forwarded
of
and
commander
Mexicans
of
and military
the
delegates with thoso
by Zubaran
.
Proposal Submitted
The AntiHa Incident is not entirely ern district. The order- to ship
diately to Niagara Falls.
in
diploreceived
Mexico
'
from
came
City some
No word had been
closed, but It ha3 passed the danger
Niagara Falls, Ontario, June 9
the
means
lackr
delaykof
concerning
the
cannot
today
time
The
proceed
mediators today submitted to the stage and
ago,, Tjut
matic quarters
disrupt
of Mexican
cargo
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the
"movement
of
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the
of
the
ed,
counter
propothe
ings.
disposition
delegates'
Asnhe City of Mazatlan has been
arms and ammunition bound for the sitions of the'1" American government The constitutionalists undoubtedly
eviof
In
selection
the
some weeks in desperate straits
voice
will
therewasan
for
for.
Mexico.
the
have
The
of
Though
pacification
Tampico.
dent expectation that ' some ; Jiteps American plan is with' few modifica the man to be provisional president for food, and its sympathies from
or tions the same as that' whlch the me- - and at least two of their number will the first have been as strongly con
would) be' taken by the mediators
t
to
distort and Mexican' delegates recent occupy the principal portfolios of the stitutionalist as occupation by a fed
the United States government
war
stores,
these
the landing qt
ly agreed upon and which General new cabinet. The land and educa eral garrison would allow, there is
constitutionalists professed to have Huerta approved. It provides the tional questions are .simply declara- little question that the governor's
no Information of such a possibility. method of transferring the executive tions of principles on which reforms permission will be seized by a major
not ity of the poorer classes.
Secretary Bryan would not discuss power in Mexico City from the pres later may be undertaken end do
ent regime to a new provisional gov commit the new government to any The constitutionalists In return for
this.
At the cabinet meeting there was ernment, which shall In a few months definite program.
(Conttlniied on Page Five.)
reneral discussion of the peace pro conduct elections for president. vice It la said the entire peace plan is
PYnlalned in less than 300 words. It
posals drafted by the Washington ad president and mode of congress.
No names have been agreed upon sets forth'suggestions for the conduct
ministration and forwarded to Niagara
Falls. It was declared there were no between the American and Mexican of a fair election and recommends
to the
J
TOpAY IN CONGRESS
changes from the general outline of delegates for the new provisional pres- that recognition be accorded
settlement formmulated by the media ident or his cabinet In fact neither new provisional government provided
side has yet made its nomination. The it is set up along the, lines agreed
tors.
Washlncton. June 9. Senate: Met
the
with
conferred
Mr.
program of the proceedings is about upon.
Bryan
When
the
11 a. ro.
not
at
asked
Mexico
two
or
be
will
the
by
president he was accompanied by John as follows: Within a day
on Panama canal tolls repeal
war
to
Debate
American
States
United
and
indemnity
the
Mexican
pay
as
the
plan
plan
JJnd who has been serving
learned
one. The Huerta government has
bill resumed.
special representative of the state de will have been dovetailed Into.
House: Met at 11 a. m.
and a full conference of all parties throueh the American delegates that
partment In dealing with the
con
will
be
Wilson
.
the
Debate resumed on eundry Civil ap
will
called.
be
government
Wash
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representatives
im
Mexico
a
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set
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Final approval
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expected
propriation bill.
Ington. It was Mr. Lind's first visit to
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Washington, June
Attorney Gen
eral McReynolds today took to the
cabinet meeting his recommendations
on the appeal for executive clemency
of Frank M. Ryan, former president of
MANY EASTERN CITIES SWELTER the Structural Iron Workers Union, SCHUMANN-HUNIS RELEASED
and 29 other men convicted in the dy
IN
BLISTERING VISI-- FROM wTPiMONIAL CAP- - "
'
,
namiting cases. ""
T ATI ON
.
7IVITY
White no official announcement of
the decision "of the attorney general!
FOUR
IN
DIE
DETROIT was made l,t was understood ia circles COURT PROVES JUEISDICTBN
close to the president hat his recommendations were unfavorable to the
AT CHICAGO OLD .ftlAN WALKS
appeal. It was said Mn, McReynolds JUDGE SULLIVAN CLAIMS FULL
INTO LAKE AND IS 8AVED
POWER TO ACTAND
took the ground that Nth'ei' men had
:
7
been given a thorough trial and there
BY POLICE
DOES SO
was no good reason f or interference
"A
by the president. It was," regarded as
MAKES
K AN SAS
A RECORD probable Jthat the president wSuld ap "WONDERFUL
GIEL" LETTERS
prove the findings of the attorney
.
THERMOMETER CLIMBS TO 98 DE- general.
THEY PLAY IMPORTANT PART JM
The convicted men are under In
GREES AT JPITTSBURG, A
TRIAL. AND GAIN VICTORY
,, structions to ' aurr&nder themselves
FOR PRIMA DONNA
TOPfNOTCHER
Leither.at Fori Leavenworth, Kas or
to the United States, marshal at InservChicago, Juno 9. Mine. ErnesJJns
Chicago, June 9. Two more deaths dianapolis, on June 25, to begin
",
Schuman-Uein- k
was today granted
attributed to the heat were recorded ing their sentences.
divorce from "William Rapp, Jr., whijse
today by the police, while the mer
ardent epistles breathing lov and
cury mounted to 94 degrees early in
to Mrs. Catherin Dean of Nw
the afternoon, a record for the year,. ITALIAN
Before 3 o'clock tho temperature
York were the sensation of the dihad risen to half a point above the
vorce suit
high mark of 94 degrees. Fifteen
SUCCESSFUL The victory fcr the famous
heat prostrations were reported.
dame when Superior
Juce
One of the sufferers was cared for
Sullivan lnttn:cted the Jury whicn
has hieard the caae to return a verdict
in the emergency room prepared for LITTLE
IN
DISORDER
ROME,
In favor of tho complainant
the biennial conviention of the Gen
MAKES
THOUGH CAVALRY
eral Federation of Women's Clubs In
The Schumann-Heindivorce healSEVERAL CHARGES
a Michigan avenue hotel
ing was marked j:r;ncipaJly by the
The police recued an old man from
emotional letters introduced in supRome, June 9. Partial success has
drowning. He said "it was too hot to attended the general strike proclaimed port of the charge of unfaithfulness
live and the hike looked cool," so hie
and the repeatyesterday as a protest against the brought againct Rapp
weded in.
ed
intimations
that
defense would
the
government's repression of workmen's
demonstration at Ancona on Sunday prove allegations against the sing'er
Kansas City Swelter
when several men were killed. The which would offset the conduct cliarp-eKansas City, June 9. High temper movement
against hw huBbaud.
has extended to Bologna,
atures prevailed' through eastern and
No attempt was made to contrad.ici
Milan,
Turin,
Genoa,
Florence,
Venice,
southern Kansas and In this part of
the authenticity cf the loiters- credr. t
Bergamo, Brescia and numerous other
Missouri today. Pittsburg, Kas., re
to Rapp an 9 writtto in impossito- ed
of
Cities
Italy.
ported the mercury at 98 degrees at .jJJUle,. disorder has heen .reported., ed words to Mrs. Catherine Dean is
"but" m- this' fy'lhare, pas befen. some
stone throwing and window breaking defense failed to chow moral oUTqiiiiy"
, Indiana, Warm Place
and the cavalry has made occasional on the part of the opera singer.
MfflO, Schumann-Hein- k
showed $er
Indianapolis, Ind., June 9. With charges to disperse the crowds.
the government "thermometer three
joy at the verdict and declared Eie
would speedily Journey to the B"--.
degrees higher at 2 o'clock this after-nooo- n
CARRANZA AT SALTILLO
euth
than , at the same time, yesterWagnerian Dectival In which Jhe
Saltillo. Coah.. Mexico, June 7.
to
Is
take a leading part
day, todayjblds fair to eclipse all local via El
Paso, Tex., June 9. General
In announcing his mling Judge
heat records for the season. The tem- Carranza-wa- s
tremendous
&
given
flvan said:
perature stood at 92 at 3 o'clock toarrival here tonight
his
upon
ovation,
"There were three issues In This-- !
Private thermometers on the
day.
was
The constitutionalist . commander
case.
The court flnos that the
around.
are
,the dined
Btreet level
hovering
comby General Pablo Gonzales,
was a resident of IlHnj6'Ji
100 mark. No heat prostrations have
mander of the eastern" military zone, more than 30
days and the court taa
been reported early this afternoon.
from
who arrived before Carranza
Jurisdiction. The seiamil Issue Ta
Monterey, which he captured.
The leading
the sutory-iShargii- .
Four Deaths at Detroit
The first telegrams'either press or Inferences of uiof
7
complainant's
Detroit, Mich., June 9. Up to this official to come from Carranza at
afternoon the intense heat of the last Saltillo arrived today from the Asso aence have not' hot teen controverts
reCCfin-- -.
three days had resulted In four ciated Press correspondent with. Car-- j ed. The third Jssue was the
the i3e-- ,"
chargeC
although
woman
that,
insane
deaths, driving a young
trouble caused by heavy intory
ranza.
proven guilty, yet
and prostrated at least 19 other per- - rains in Central Mexico continued to fendanj
T
comptainant- Is likewise ruilty a
to police- - reports. The
uaof
south
interrupt the--! telegraph
recover." There has tBe
$
not'to
ought
registthermometer
street
government
rez The message sent carranza oy no evidence to Ehow that the Con
eredearly In the after- - Rafael ZuaT)aran, hiB agent at
plalnant has been sther than a pcct
brought no response today.
?
wife and has been, other than a cHaSSaf
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COLORADO RIVER RAMPANT

and virtuous woman, it theTefore-l- comes the duty of ;the court 'to 3a
struct the jury to find ftr the ccn- -

San Bernardino, Calif., June
Colorado river, now In its , annual plainant"
ARGUFY. ON TOLLS flood and higher than for many years, A motion for a new trial was mp&
is cutting new channels, flooding low by counsel for Rapp. The argumefija
lands and threatening great damage in chambers which preceded; the xSU- TREATY
Ma on both the California 'and the Ark
iri' was largely on the question, xhe
TIF OF SPIRITED ENCOUNTER
ther In a divorce cafe the court IM
SENATORS
BETWEEN
The Santa Fe railroad has gathered the
right to direct a verdicK
750 men to prevent
damage to Its
Smith
Washington, June 9 Senator
lines.
FIVE BODIES RECOVERED
of Michigan resumed' his speech ,n
Needles, a desert town, whose deN. B... June 9. Five nSe
Caraquet
opposition to the Panama canai xous Brilctloil
threatened two years bodies of seamen who lost thir Hs
repeal bill today. He criticised Sena- ago, Is In danger, but it ia believed in
Friday's tcrriffc gale and ', sn&w
tor Root for favoring repeal of toll
protective work done along the river storm, have been recovered after las--.
senator
exemption and declared the
bank .ince 1912 will prevent aerlpns ing washed ashore. This brings
helped prepare the first
damage.. Thousands of acres or larni
of known dead to 14. S--:
treaty which wa put to Its death above Needles, on the Arizona side. numjber
were still mUsijing today. FPa
smmen
by overwhelming American Indigna have been flooded.
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I wish that the senator from New
.VANDALISM OF SUFFRAGETTE
York were here so that I might ask
nirmlnrtiam. England. June 9. A
him if he approved of Its death," said
a
suffragette vandal, armed with
Senator Smith.
the
destroyed
butcher's
cleaver,
today
At that instant Senator Root enter
of a Boy" by George Rom- ed the chamber and Senator Smith '.'Portrait
the
in
Birmingham lart gallery.
ney
repeated his remarks.
name of
T did approve its death, because It When arrested she gave the
did not afford the United States an'Misa Ryland.
opportunity for military protection of
ROSE CARNIVAL OPENS
the canaL" said Senator Root.
Portland, Ore, June 9. Portland's
Senator Root added that while he
was a member of the cabinet at tne eighth annual rose carnival week was
time the treaty was submitted to the opened today with the city gayly dec
senate he had no knowledge of th orated and thronged w ith visitors. The
' water
pageant
treaty until It was sent to the senate. opening feature wr
Senator Smith Insisted that the tolls in honor of the arrival of the "Queen
Willlam-ett- e
repeal was urged by President Wilson of Rosario, who came tip the
royal
river in a flower-beddeto make an ally out or England In the
"Mexican situation.
hnree, escorted by a squadron of 130
"If the United States would only ships.
-
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London, June 9.
carried out by the police today on Jhe
premises occupied by the Woineifs
Social and Polit'c;! Union, the jriiS-taorganization. A thorough etaxi
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IjgaaBSgSEgai-KlMBoccurred, but these have produced no details. They order out the First regiuneasiuess for the reason that we ment of infantry, the battery of field
A
have an abundance of the precious artillery at Roswell, the sanitary corps
las Vo.fcuLoa4insS.Sto
J
1
CI 1
J
nittal to spare, and our own trade re- at Albuquerque and the regimental
to
soon
not
The
band.
is
rank and file
quirements are restricted. Very
there will be a better supply of grain overburden itself with clothes, for two
and cotton bills. It is probable thai suits of khaki, one pair of russet leath
still further gold shipments may be er shoes, one pair of leggings, one hat
made to Europe, since the Bank of and cord, two pairs of light wool socks
oYrk is not altogether a dlsagreeableRED RADISHES
quietly In town, putting up the club
England is carrying a relatively small and olive drab shirts are to Include the
supply of gold, compared with the entire lay out Entrenchment tools
BANK CLEARINGS, STEEL, AND large Increases In the stocks held by especially, are to be taken along which SWISS DOCTOR MAKES STARTL
IN WILL
ING DEPOSITION
OTHER THINGS DISCUSSED BY
(he great bank of France, Russia and gives an inkling of the kind of exer
CASE- CONTEST
remem
to
the
cise
METROPOLITAN BANKER
also
be
that
is
by
well,
may
expected
It
Germany.
ber that the new banking system will rookies.
Santa Fe, June 9. That the late
mar-- 1
stock
9.
The
June
New York,
Every man is to undergo a thor
probably be in working order by Sepis surpassing our greatest expectations. The buying has been unusually heavy and every one has been
Probate
Judge Julius Staab of Albuket continues to struggle against a tember 1, and this will prove a very ough medical inspection before the
And while this sale lasts until June 30, we urge you to make your selections early as some linee
satisfied.
C
son
of
late
of
the
Staab
querque,
In
conditions.
number of adverse
important factor In the money situa train leaves for the trunt so that all Santa Fe committed suicide. Is the
will surely be closed out. You save a dollar on every two you spend.
some quarters there js a disposition tion. The obtaining or credit will be weaklings may be left behind. The
of startling evidence filed to
to attribute the present unsatisfactory greatly facilitated, and less gold will following medical officers are assigned purport
For Cash Only Nothing Exchanged Nothing Sent on Approval
In Albuquerque by Attorney Nell
day
A.
to
S.
finance
to
and
imagwork:
the inspection
be held in the United States treasury;
Major
state of business
B. Field in the contest case whereby
inary of "psychological" conditions all of which factors will be sitmulnting Milliken at Silver City; Capt. Charles Arthur Staab, brother of Julius, Is
Beason at Roswell; Captain H. B.
Quite" possibly there is exaggeration to business and have more or less of
to break the latter' will, from
in certln quarters for political effect an inflationary effect The Mexican Kuaffman at Albuquerque; Captain F. seeking was excluded.
which
he
weakness of which both outlook, though Improving, still con
This is
Doepp at Carlsbad, and Captain M.
Mr. Field filed a deposition taken
,
s;. ? ;
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Information for all
Lung Sufferers

Wonld yon like to kuuvr umre about
r?mi-lfor Lune TmuMe wlihb bus
brought aboat ninny complete
The milkers of Krkmun a Alterative are
In receipt of many really womterful reud will be iUhh-i- I to (orwurd to
ports.
you copies of original letters and also
booklet on- diet and proper care needed In
recovering- health. InveHtiwite this cHe:
161B SuHqiieuauna Ave., Phlia., 1'a
'MT Dear Sir: For two years I was
afflicted with hemorrhages of the lunna,
and In February of Km 1 was uken with
a severe attack of
When I
OF
THOUSANDS
MILLIONS
OF recovered autficleutlypneumonia.
to walk about the
was
house
I
a
left
with
frightful hacking
DOLLARS REPRESENTED IN
cough, which no medicine I had tnken
could
"vlnte. It waa at this time.
PARIS CONGRESS
W02.
March.
that I started taking Eck-man-'s
Alterative. In a short
time my
waa gone and I waa pronounced
cough
Paris, June 9. Many thousands well. I cannot speak too highly for the
of millions of dollars engaged in in good It has done."
HOWARD L. KLOTZ.
(Ktgned)
(Almve abbreviated; more on repeat.)
dustry and commerce In the leading
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
nations of the world are represented many years' test to be most efficacious
severe Throat and Lung Affections.
at the sixth international congress of for
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Stuliliorn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
Chambers, of Commerce and Commer Contains no narcotics, poisons or
g
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
cial and Industrial associations, which
recoveries
and
KcktnHO
write
to
was called together here today. Its pf
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale br all leading druggists
business sessions are to last from
and E. O. Murphey and Red Cross
June 8 to June 10' and during that

9, 1914.
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WORLD SENDS

The fashionable summer resorts are
not anticipating a banner season this
year. The proprietor of a large and
well known resort Tiotel on the New
England coast who was In town the
other day to engage nis help tor the
season spoke rather dismally of the
outlook for the summer business. He
said that up to the first of May he had
received fewer than 400 requests for
reservations of accommodations at his
hotel during the season. In good years
he stated, the number of such requests
frequently exceeded 1,000. Proprietors
ol many other summer hotels and
beach attractions have been heard rein
cently to speak of the outlook
terms of deep pessimism.

-

Thackeray's heroine solved the problem of how to live on "nothing a year."
New York is filled with men who just
manage to get by on an annual in
come of $75,000 or thereabouts. When
the lean years come and their earnings
are forced
drop below the average they
to economize. For many of them this
summer means Economy with a big E.
And that is why they are sending the
wives and the kiddies off to Europe
Instead of to the shore for the sum
mre. Experience has taught them
that it is cheaper for them to remain
club
quietly in town, putting up at the
or one of the less pretentious hotels
and sending the family across the big
one
ponds, than to take a cottage at
of the fashionable sumer colonies or
to put up the whole outfit at one of
beach .hotels. Experthe
ience has also taught them that New
York Is not altogether a disagreeable
whose
place in summer fof ene man
family is away.
high-price-

'

.

;

,

d

The big managers are not at all sorwritten to
ry that "Finis" has been 1913-1It
the theatrical season of
was rather a barren season artisticalsatly and at the same time far from
the
of
the
viewpoint
from
isfactory
box office. The failures outumbered
the successes about ten to one. The
unproducers and managers seemed
the
to
what
public
next
able to get
wanted. In the early part of the season the New York iplaygoers were
offered as tempting a Shakespearian
menu as was ever served in this city.
But the public evidently didn't want
Shakespeare and his plays were taken
off. Musical comedy, which has been
the most successful line of attractions
tor seevral years, fell flat this season
Here and there a comedy, a drama or
a musical show managed to do a paying business, but as previously stated
the failures were many and the sucactors
cesses few. Scores of head-linand actresss who were playing in the
legitimate last fall wuund up this sea- y
in vaudeville.
son by doing
e

two-a-da-

- The most notable success
of the
theatrical season in many respects was
that of J. Hartley Manners' comedy,
"Peg o My Heart," with Laurette Tay- -

Planning for the

Stork's Arrivd
I
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lor in the stellar role. This play was
the opening attraction at J .an Cort's
new playhouse In West Forty-eight- h
street on the night of December 2D,
1912. With the exception of Good Fridays and Sundays the play was presented every day during the period
from Its opening date until last Saturday night The run, of 76 consecutive weeks was not the longest In the
records of the Amerrcan stage, but it
was by far the longest that has been
scored in New York in many years.
But Laurette Taylor's achievement of
playing C04 consecutive times tne title
role in the Manners comedy is a rec
ord that has never before been equaled. The nearest approach to it In this
country was Maude Adams' 299 times
as Lady Babbie in "The Little Minister" at the Empire and Garrick theaters during the season of 1898-9- .
international
The second annual
will
trades
exposition
moving picture
be held in the Grand Central Palace
next week under the joint auspices of
the International Motion Picture Exhibitors' association and the Independent Exhibitors of America. The arrangements provide for a series of novel attractions and entertainments to
acquaint the patrons and owners of
moving picture theaters with the progress made in the business during the
past year. Primarily a motion picture
attraction, It will feature a special stu
dio in which will be shown the rehearsing, playing, taking and developing pf a playlet and then the finished
picture on a screen will be run. The
play, will be enacted ny well known
players now engaged in moving picture companies in this country, including John Bunny, Mary Plckford, Alice
Joyce, Crane Wilbur, Earle "Williams,
Pearl White and Lillian Walker.
Three score of movmg picture com
panies and enterprises closely allied
with the motion picture business will
have exhibits at the show. In connection with the exposition there will be
a convention of owners and managers
of moving picture houses In all parts
of the United States and Canada.

period are down for discussion many
quetions of prime interest and para
mount importance to the trade and
commercial ' relations of the entire
globe.
The widespread range of the ac
tivities of. the congress is shown in
the fact that delegates from no fewer
than 37 nations answered the roll
call, while' 309 associations, including
91 In the United States, representing
nearly every etate and territory in
the union, are affiliated to the con
gress.
The countries from which delegates
were announced are Argentina, Aus
tralia, Austria, the Bahamas, Bel
gium, Bermuda, Brazil, British India,
the British Isles, Bulgaria, Canada
Cuba,
Ecuador,
Denmark,
Cnile,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Mexico, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Peru, Portugal, Roumania, Russia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
the United States and Uruguay. I
Among- - American members of the
permanent committee are Edward A.
Filene, Boston, Mass.; Bernard Jl
Shoninger, president of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Pans; Harry A. Whieeler pf Chicago, president of
thel Chamber of Commerce of the
United States; John H. Fahey of
Brookline. Mass., and George S. At
wood, secretary of the American Ash
sociation of Commerce and Trade.
Canada Is also strongly represent
ed with delegates from Montreal,
Monckton, Ottawa, Belleville, St." Catherine's, St. John, Sherbrooke and Tor-

Drug company.

projected uniform type of bill
general
conditions, for subsidized or regular
steamship lines, In order to avoid con
tradictions, surprises or uncertain
ties, and a study ofassurance policies
in International trade in order to im
prove their drafting.
Charles L, Bernheimer, chairman of
the committee on arbitration of the
chamber of commerce of the state of
New York submitted a plan for Inter
national commercial arbitration and
Dr. Roberto Poazl ef Milan, Italy,
moved a resolution approving of the
reference to arbitrators of controver-srte- s
between citizens of different countries, and adding that the various legislatures should clothe foreign arbitral
tors with powers to fulfill their functions and should provide for them the
protection of the law and give execu
tive force to the judgments
pro
nounced by them.
Unfair competition was a subject
to which the attention of the congress
was called in ft report by Max Leclerc
of the chamber of commerce of Paris
He laid on the table an exhaustive
report on legislation on thia subject In
various countries.
nuemta;

of lading, as far as regards

Get Rid of Your Rheumatism.
Now is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can do It if you ap
W. A.
ply Chamberlain's Liniment.
Lockhard, Homer City, N, Y., writes.

Last spring I suffered from rheuma
tism with terrible pains In my arms
and shoulders. I got a bottle of
The conviction of Madelina Ferola onto.
on
Chamberlain's Liniment and the first
on
and
The
the
agenda
subjects
on a charge of first degree murder was
and application relieved me. By using one
be
made
to
which
are
reports
conto
those
something of a surprise
to be presented to the con oottle of it I was entirely cured." For
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fair competition proposed Interna
jury of 12 men in the county of New tional
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petYork to send anything wearing
unification of laws conticoat to the electric chair. No matter ny postage;
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checks;
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how clear the case or convincing the
unification of laws concernclearing;
evidence, or perfect the chain of proof
arbitration procedure for regulatit has heretofore been found useless ing
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ing
to expect a verdict of murder In the
ferent
nations; unification of laws re
IAL CONVOCATION AND
first degree aaginst a woman In this
to warehouse certificates with
lating
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county. And what is true of New the view of facilitating, extending and
York county is true of almost every
better guaranteeing credit on mer
Santa Fe, June 9. A Masonic event
other state as shown by the results of
gold reserves to prevent fin of much interest and brilliancy took
chandise;
trials of women charged with murder. ancial
panics; advancement of time in place last evening at the special con
In the 22 years since the electric chair summer;
custom's vocation of Monteauma lodge No. 1,
day;
'
was substituted for the hangman's
to
for
postal consign- stamps
affixing
F. & A. M., presided over by Mas
noose as the legal method for taking
ter R. J. Cnchton, Sixteen past mas
only
convicted
the life of a
murderer,
ters were conferred, tea of the past
two women have died in the state of
masters being present to receive
law.
New York at the hands of the
them.
Yet in that period scores have been
The sixteen past masters honored
tried for murder in numerous cases
were. Judge H. L. Walde of Kansas
LONG
admitthe facts of the killing being
City, United States Senator Thomas
ft
ted. The first electrocution of a wom
B. Catron, Dr. W). S. Harroun, General
an took place In Sing Sing on March
Charles F. Easley, A F. Spiegelberg,
21, 1899. The victim of the death chair i Mrs. Aselin Was Restored to Addison
Walkker, Thomas J. Curran
was Mrs. Martha Place of Brooklyn,
E. Pink-ham- 's of San Francisco, Solomon Spitz, Clin
Health
Lydia
by
who killeij her young stepdaughter in
ton J. Crandall of Pierre, S. D., Henry
Vegetable
a brutal manner, ana later, the same
F. Stephens, Supreme Court Justice
day, tried to butcher her husband
Compound.
Richard H. Hanna, Captain Normal L.
with an axe. The second electrocution
King, Dr. James A. Massie, Harry H.
of a woman was that of Mrs. Mary
Minneapolis, Minn. "After my little Dorman, Alan R. McCord of Boise,
Farmer, who was put to death in Aub- one was born I was sick with pains in Idaho, and E, R. Paul.
urn orison ten years after the first
my sides which the
A. B. McMiUen and A. A. Keen of
doctors said were
electrocution. Mrs. Farmer was conand W. J. Lucas of East
Albuquerque
caused by inflammavicted Of murdering Mrs.' Sarah Bren-nation. I suffered a Las Vegas made the' presentation
her intimate friend and neigh,
great deal every speeches and together with Judge R.
session of her
bor, in order to gain
mr th and grew very
Hanna, who stands at the head of
thin. I was under the the Masonic order in New Mexico,
property. Mrs. Brennan was hacked
doctor's care for two
to pieces with a hatchet and her body
responded to toasts during the lunchlong years without eon that followed.
stuffed in a trunk.
any benefit Finally
Thia Jewels are of
gold,
after repeated sugDon't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night.
to try it we with the name of lodge, date of serv
gestions
Take Foley" Honey and Tar Comcot Lvdia E. Pink- - ice and place In blue enamel. MonteIt glides down your throat ham's Vegetable Compound. After tak- zuma - lodge is the oldest Masonic
pound.
and spreads a healing, soothing coat- ing the third bottle of the Compound I lodge in the southwest, having been
able to do my housework and today
ing over the inflamed tickling surface. was
installed over 50 years ago and hav
That's Immediate relief. It loosens I am strong and healthy again. I will ing numbered
among its members
answer letters if anyone wishes to know
up the tightness in your chest, stops about
men
the
most
of
case.
prominent in south"Mrs. Joseph Aselin,
my
stuffy wheezy breathing, eases dis- 628 Monroe St, N.E., Minneapolis, Minn. western history from the days of Kit
tressing, racking, tearing coughs. ChilCarson, who was a member of the
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- lodge.
dren love it Refuse any substitutes.
Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer pound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
drugs, and today holds the record of COMFORTING TO STOUT PEOPLE
being the most successful remedy we
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a spec
BRIDE OF NAVAL LIEUTENANT know for woman's ills. If you need such
good little regulator that keeps
ially
New York, June 9. Miss Ernestine a medicine why don't you try it T
your system in perfect working order.
no disVan Wyck Rhein, daughter of Dr. L.
If you have the slightest doubt No biliousness, no constipation,
A
taste.
M. Rhein of this erty, and Lieutenant
no
greasy
E. Pinkham's Vegeta- tress after eating,
that
constantuses
them
who
John Strong Abbott, N. S. N., were ble Lydia
stout
person
Compound will help youyw rite
out and
married this afternoo in the Cnurch to
E.Pinkham
MedieineCo. ly will really feel thinning
Liydia
of their
as
a
of the Heavenly Rest Following the
result
comfortable
(confidential) Lynn,Massn for ad- more
churc ceremony there was a reception vice. Your letter will be
O. G- - Schaefer and Red Cross
use.
opened,
for the bridal party and guests at the read and answered by a woman, Drug Store. Adv.
Women's University club.
bUDScribe far Tha Optra,
and held in strict confidence.

AFTER SUFFERING

TWO

YEARS

OPENS
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR THOMAS
MORRIS, LA FOLLETT'S MAN,
POPULAR CANDIDATE
nacine, wis., June 9. In response
to an invitation from the progressives
of Racine county, Lieutenant Gover
nor Thomas Morris came to this city
today to deilver the opening speech
in his campaign for the United States
senate.
There Is every indication that Wis
consin is to be treated to a red-ho- t
senatorial campaign ending with the
general primaries on September 1,
when all parties will select their can
didates to succeed the venesable Isaac
Stephenson, whose term in the United
States senate will expire next March.
Though it gave its electoral vote to
Wilson In 1912, Wisconsin is still re
garded as essentially a republican
state. It is the general belief that
Senator Stephenson's successor will
ke a republican, un'ees there Is a complete upset in the political situation
between now and the election in Nov
ember. In consequence of this belief
the contest for the. republican nomination for senator la attracting more
attention ithan tihel contest on the
democratic plde.
Lieutenant Governor Morris, whose
home, is in La Crosse, is the LaFollette candidate for the senate, and
will have the support of th senior
senator from this state. Senator La
Follette has signified hisi intention to
come from Washington
and devote
three or four weeks to speech-makin- g
in the interests of the lieutenant governor.
Lieutenant Governor Morris will be
opposed for the senatorial nomination
by Governor Francis E. McGovern
who will run. as the candidate of the
Roosevelt republicans. Governorwa always1 rated as a La
Follette man, until he had advanced
so far in politics himself that he re
fused to submit to the La Follette or
ders in all things. Senator La Fol
lette resented McGovern's support of
Roosevelt in the 1912 convention, and
as Lieutenant Governor. Morris was an
original La Follette man, he was chos
en by the senator to lead the fight
against McGovern's advance to the
senate.
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
Remember how spry and active you

were before you had rheumatism,
bockache, swollen, aching Joints and
stiff, painful muscles? Want to feel
that way again? You can just take
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
clear the blood of the poisons that
cause your pain, misery and torment
ing rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.

I

for instance of the Screens you will soon put up. For 10c worth
of Lucas Screen Enamel you can make two or three screen
look like new stops rust and decay. And that Porch Furniture looks so bad you were going to throw it away. Twenty
cents worth of Lucas Porch Enamel (several attractive shades)
makes an ordinary size old porch chair like new you'll hardly
know it yourself. There are twelve other quality products in the

Paints, Stains, Enamels particularly
cheer up" all kinds of articles in and
one is ready for use ; you can apply
the comfot, cheerfulness, cleanliness,
your home. GET THE LUCAS

made to "clean up and
around the home. Each
it and add many times to
sanitation and savings in

BOOKLET,

"Every 5c. spent saves a dollar'

'

Page Sample Furniture Co.
Phone Vegas 114

St

507-6t- h

State Treasurer O. N. Marron. The
Kelly bid offers to buy the bonds at
par and to place the proceeds of the
bond sale at the disposal of the highway commission immediately. Thus
far, the bid compiles exactly with the
requirement of the statute that the
bonds should not be sold for less than
par. But the complaint sets forth that
the state treasurer and Kelly also
have an oral agreement that in case
Kelly is awarded the bonds, that Kelly
is to obtain such Interest as he may
induce certain banks agreed upon by
himself and Marron, to pay upon such
balances as the state highway commission does not need immediately and
to continue to draw such Interest until
the money is needed ry the commission.
In other words, the state Is unable
to sell the bonds outright at par and
this method is suggested to meet the
letter of the law and tr-- make half a
million dollars available to the state
for good roads purposes in such sums
as it may need to put through Its extensive road construction pragram.
The case will be taken to the supreme
court immediately, and if the decision
is favorable, the bonds go to Kelly,
whose bid Is the only one that complies with the letter of law In offering
to take the bonds at par.
At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, of
the Equitable Life Assurance Society,
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to
be the best remedy for kidney and
bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
He says, "Any person having kidney
trouble, backache, or rheumatism
should be very glad to find such a
wonderful remedy!." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

CITROLAX!
CITROLAXI
CITROLAXI
First get the name down pat-t- hen
buy It of your druggist Just the
very best thing for constipation, sick
headache, eour stomach, lazy liver,
sluggish constipated ibowels.
The
pleasantest, surest, nicest laxative
you ever used. TasteB good like lemonade. Acts promptly without pain
or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory flushing you have ever had.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
Store. Adv.
ACCUSED OF MURDER

Kindersley, Saskatchewan, June 9.
The ease of R. 'A. Hardy, postmaster
of the town of Fiske, who is under
indictment charging him with the murder of Lee Yuen, a Chinese laundry-macame up for trial in the supreme
court hert today. On the night of
February 25 last the Chinaman waa
found near the town with his throat
terribly gashed. In a dying statement
he Is said to have accused Hardy of
the crime.
n,

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
Mothers who value their own com
fort and the welfare of their children.
should never be without a ' box ot
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the sea
son. They break up colds, relieve
feverishness,
constipation, teething
headache
disorders,
and stomach
tdoubles. Used by mothers for 24
years. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all drug stores. 25c.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE. Address, Allen
Le Roy. N. Y. Adv.

COURT TO TEST THE
OF BIDS

LEGALITY

STATE GOOD ROADS BOND ISSUE
DEPENDS UPON JUDICIAL
DECISION

Santa' Fe, N. M., Juno 9. The test
suit to determine the legality of the

mm

'

W

pW t pill

bid of W. G. Kelly, for Kelly and Kelly
of Kansas City, for the $500,000 good

roads bond issue of the state, was filed in the district court for Santa Fe
county today by C. C. Catron against

1

--

SERIOUS SICKNESS
3y Being Constantly Supplied With

Thedford'i

Black-Draug-

ht

McDuff, Va. "I suffered lot several
fears," says Mrs. J. a. Whittaker, ol
his place, "with sick headache, and
itomach trouble.
Ten vears aeo a friend told me to trv
Hiedford's
which I did,
Ind 1 found it to be the best family tnedi-u- ne
for young and old.
I keep
ht
on hand all the
ime now. and when mv children feel a
ittle bad. they ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine
v
Ihey ever tried.
We never have a loner snell of sick- less in our family, since we commenced
Black-Draug-

ht,

Black-Draue-

ising

Black-Draugh- t."

ht
Thedford's
is curet
regetable, and has been found to regu- ve
oic weds siomacns, am oigesuon,
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
ieadache, sick stomach,
and similar
Black-Draue-

It has been in constant use for mora
han 70 years, and has benefited more
han a million people.
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price only 25c. Get a
slack-Draug- ht,

Bckage

y.

una

I

ElICTRlCsflFlAnROIlS
A winter's day of snow and tlush need have
no terrors for the lucky man who owns a G-- E
Electric Flatiron.
Your clothei may be literally soaked and
bagged entirely out of shape. But there 19 no
need of an expert tailor or presser the Electric
Flatiron makes pressing so simple.
The G-- Electric Flatiron gets hot quickly
stays hot evenly over its entire surface. And
don't forget that the point of the iron stays just
as hot as any other part of it.
No waiting for irons to heat at the stove.
No changing of Irons. No chance of burning
your hand by having the handle cloth slip. Use
a G-- E Electric Flatiron and be your own tail sr.
E

re-ie-

lymptoms.

I
Mr

FAMILY AVOIDS

rat

'Amowr those things which all women
should know of, and many of them do,
is a splendid external application, sold
in most drug stores under the name of
''Mother's Friend."
It is a penetrating
liquid and many and many a mother tells
how it so wonderfully aided them through
the period of expectancy. Its chief purpose is to render the tendons, ligaments
nd muscles so pliant that nature's extension may be accomplished without the
Intense strain so often characteristic of
he period of expectancy,
f "Mother's Friend"
may therefore be
considered as indirectly having a splendid
Influence upon the early disposition of
(the future generation.
Whatever induces to the ease and! eom-x- rt
of the mother should leave Its impress
Upon the nervous system of the baby.
At any rate It is reasonable to believe
that since "Mother's Friend" has been a
companion to motherhood for more than
half a century It must be a remedy that
Women have learned the great value of.
Ask at any drug store for "Mother's
Friend," a penetrating, external liquid
tif gTeat help and value. And write to
Bradfleld Regulator Co., 402 Lamar Bldg.,
SAtlanta. Ga., for their book of Useful
twj timely information.

THINK

IN WISCONSIN

AGENTS

New York, June 9. The first spell of
warm weather has sent many families
to the country. The blue blinds have
been going up all week at the town
houses in the fashionable residential
tidstricts. Already the town has become very desolate socially, the activities of the few remaining members of society being confined to the
smart hotels, where Informal dinner
parties precede an evening at the
roof gardens.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

sung for the first UtsiM Just 91 yfears
ago.. The song came from the operatic stage, lts author, 'John Howard
Payne, posed as a dramatic critic in
ESTABLISHED 187
New York whenhowas only 14 years
of age; before maturity he was suc
Published by
cessful on the stage; then came 20
THS OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
years of varying success abroad as
(Incorporated)
actor, manager and playwright. Press
ed for funds, be sold the opera "Clart'
was "Home, Sweet
m. M. PAOQTT
Editor. for 3250. ; In, this
Home." Payne had written It, recalling his early cottage home at East
opera had a phe
Hampton, 'X...
nomenal run and the song brought
a fortune lt 'its publishers. Payne
entered at the postoffice at East never received another cent from It
(4 Vegas, New Mexico for trans- He later became United States consul
mission through tie United Bute at Tunis, where he died.
wulUm m second ctaaa matter.
Today la the 123rd anniversary of
John Howard Payne's birth. His song
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the English- is known throughout
Dally, by Carrier
above all
rises
and
world
it
sneaking
.. .05 else,
Oopy
the CO plays and1 operas
Including
One Week
.16
which Papne wrote, as a monument
.65
One Month
to his memory. Surviving the inroads
7.60
One Tea?
of rag time, the ballad Is as popular
Oaily, by Mail
as ever for knitting home ties. It is
J 6.00
One Tear (In advance)
said to have had a more universal
3.00
9!z Months (In advance) 2- -.
circulation than any gong ever writ'
7.00
One Yar (in arrears
.
ten. Payne's body, originally burkd
3.75
til Mouths (in arrears) "1
at Tunis, was disinterred after many
'
years- and brought to the United
WSiKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
In Oak Hill
States for
GROWER
,,, cemetery at Washington, In 1883. The
12.00 remains were
One Tecr
placed beneath an ap
Mx Moaths
.
i 1.00 propriate monument which was unveiled while a great chorus sang,
"Home, Sweet Home."
(Cash In Advance for Mall
.
o- Subscriptions.)
GOVERNOR DONATES TROPHY
Remit by check, draft or money
Santa Fe; June 9. Governor W. C.
ardor. It sent otherwise we will not
McDonald today donated a cup to be
to responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application. known as "Governor's Trophy," for
award at the Deming maneuvers to
mat makes the
AT that militia company
ALL! PAPERS DISCONTINUED
best all around record, the company's
EXPIRATION OF TIME
letter and date to be engraved on the
PAID FOR
cup which is to be in Its custody until
the next encampment.
advertisers are guaranteed the A board of officers is to determine
largest daily and weekly circulation at the end of the maneuvers which
any newspaper la northern New company merits the trophy, the board
to consist of the adjutant general, the
colonel of the first regiment, the In'
i
TELEPHONES
spector Instructor ror the infantry,
Main 2 the Inspector Instructor of the artiliustnes Office ...
Main 2 lery and the senior ranking officer of
Ntw Department
the regular army. The strength of
the company, its discipline enroute to
TUESDAY. JTJNFJ 9, 1914.
and from and at the camp, sanitation,
OLD SONG'S niKTLIDAY
drills, ceremonies, target work, officers' efficiency,
general appearance
and military bearing are to be tne deThen
Home. Sweet taomo" was being termining factors. Other trophies will
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bled in this city today for a four days'
session. The national convention of
the Ladles of the Modern Maccabees
also is In session. It Is said the convention of the Knights of the Modern
Maccabees will take p for consideration a proposal to merge their order
with the Knights of the Maccabees of
the World. The two orders were originally one organization, but a split oc
curred about 15 years ago on a question of policy. The present member
of the Modern Maccabees is about
ship
.
CIMARRON! SCHOOLS CLOSE
and that of the Maccabees of
65,000
su9.
R.
C.
Bonney,
Santa Fe, June
'
the World about 285,000.
at
schools
Cimarron,
of
perintendent
Colfax county, today eported te the
department of education that the dis- CLUBWOMEN THRONG CHICAGO
trict school last year expended Chicago, June 9. Chicago streets
$3,375, for teachers' wages and 3424.16 were thronged today with visiting club
for other purposes. The district owns women from all parts of the country.
a five room brick building and values and the arrival of each train added to
The the number already In the city
It at 312,500 with equipment
district has bonded indebtedness of hundreds. This great gathering of
omen of whom 4,000 or more are exFive teachers are employed.
$9,000.
152
shows
census
school
English pected as accredited delegates with
The
138
and
Americans
Spanishprobably twice that number of visitors,
speaking
114
of
Is here for the twelfth biennial conAmericans, 118 of the latter and
the former being enrolled. However, vention of the General Federation of
Is In the Women's clubs.. A council meeting
only one Spanish-Americahigh school as against 18 of the Eng- will be held tomorrow morning and
lish speaking children, while 20 of the the formal opening of the convention
latter and only four of the former are will be held in the Auditorium in the
in grammar school. The average daily evening.
of
attendance Is 125.7, the length
school term 174 days.
Agriculture
SUIT AGAINST J. P. MORGAN
but not domestic science or manual
New Haven, Conn., June 9. The
training are taught, One teacher Is a suit of Clarance L. Barber against J
university, one ti1 normal school and P. Morgan was called for trial In the
three high school graduates.
superior court here today. The action Involves a question of InvestLARGE TAX RECEIPT8 IN COLFAX ments amounting to more than $200,-00in connection with which allegaSanta Fe, June 9. The taxpayers of
Colfax'county whacked up handsome- tions of fraud 'are made by the' plain
" '"
in
ly according to the report of May ta tiff.''
collections received by Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest today. The counNEW SUIT FILED
Santa Fe, June 9i. Suit to foreclose
ty reports $67,192.49 of 1913 taxes received last month, $2,099.28 of 1912 on property of the Santa Fe Irrigation
was
taxes, 3444.08 of 1911 taxes and 370.52 and Improvement
company
of 1910 and prior taxes. Sierra county brought in district court today by
reports only 313,532.59 of 1913 taxes John W. Mayes for holders of $152,-97- 5
of bonds, .Mayes acting as trustee
collected; Rooseevlt $24,718.28, of 1913
taxes, $767.42 of 1912 taxes; $236.12 on behalf of the Colonial Trust and
of 1911 taxes, and $551.10 of 1910 and Savings bank of Chicago. The Santa
Fe Irrigation and Improvement comprior taxes; Guadalupe county
of 1913 taxes; Mora $24,315.26 pany has undertakken to build sevof 1913 taxes, $92.96 of 1912 taxes and eral dams In the Arroyo Hondo, six
miles south of Santa Fe, and to re$19.50 of 1910 and prior.
claim 7,000 acres, but after completFRATERNAL ORDERS MAY. MERGE ing one dam and starting on two
Bay City, Mich., June 9. Hundreds others had to abandon the project for
of delegates and visitors from many lack of means to complete it
parts of the country are attending the
CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS
national convention of the Knights of
the Modern Maccabees, which assem
Montreal, June 9. Several hundred

9. 1914.

also be awarded at the Deming mae
neuvers. The
trophy, a silver loving cup given by former Secretary of State Nathan Jaffa, and the
long range trophy, a cup by W. A.
Buddecke of Las Vegas as well as a
cash prize of 350 and a second prize of
325 will be awarded to winning companies' in the rifle competition, each,
company to select a firing squad of
four men.

the foremost representatives of the
industrial life of the dominion filled
the assembly room of the Windsor
Hotel today when the annual meeting
of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association was caled to order by President C. B. Kordon. The convention
will continue In session three days,
during which time a wide variety of
subjects relating to the welfare of
Canadian Industries will be discussed.
The meeting will conclude Thursday
night with a banquet at which Premier Borden, Sir Thomas Shaughnessy;
Hon. George EL Foster and other men
of national prominence are to speak.
of

mid-rang-

hey range m hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.
1

Pi I

j

9

Call and See Them at

TAUPERT'S

8

ml
mix

85;

July .71; Sept 6S.
July 40; Sept 38.
Pork, July $20.75; Sept $19.92.
Lard, July 310.07; Sept 310.25.

Ujllll

THE HOUSE; WIFE'S FRIEND

Sept. $11.40.

Ribs, July $11.32;

Moses Best Flour

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 9. The market
closed i steady. Strength attended today's limited dealings In Btocks. Spe-

cila issues responded to concerted
buying. .Traders realizing caused
some recessions In the late dealings,
but the general undertone was good.
The last sals were:
72
Amalgamated Copper
108
American Sugar Rerg.
98
Atchison .
111
Northern Pacific
....165
Reading ".
94
Southern. Pacific
.156
Union Pacific
62
United States Steel
109
United States Steel, pfd

7

ot an mtafott f the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

fi

.

'

We are showing these stones in the
ctystais as they are found, as well as
cut readv tor matintincr.

i'l
tEsi

Chicago, June 9. Selling due
the bearish influence of the government crop carried th wheat market
today to a lower level. Prices after
cent down, ral
to
opening
lied a little, but then sank lower than
before. The close was steady at 1
to 1M cent decline.
Although corn at first received little support the market later scored
a substantial advance. The opening
cent off
which ranged fro m4 to
to a shade up, was followed by a gain
all around. The close was steady
cent off to a sixteenth up, compared
with last night.
Oats swayed with corn. An early
decline was entirely overcome.
Lower prices, at the yards acted as
a weight on provisions. f Prices sagged from the start, j The closing quo
, ,
tations were:
Sept. 83.
Wheat, July
Corn,

-

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County

to

n

The Mora Gem
A New

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

,

'
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Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY & CO.
CITY

KANSAS

LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, June 9. Hogs, receipts 18.000, Market lower. Bulk
$7.908.05; heavy $8.058.10; packers and butchers $7.958.07; lights
$7.858.05; pigs $7.257.50.
Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steady to 10 cents lower. Prime fed steers

:

.

Distributors

$7.408.40; western steers $6,500
8.75; southern steers $6.258.10;
cows $4.507.25; heifers $78.80;
stockers and feeders $67.75; bulls
fa.507.25; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steady. Lambs $89.50; yearlings $6.25
7; wethers $5.236; ewes $4.25
6.25; stockers and feeders $37.
fryer?

TIT COP
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All goods are marked on close
Margins and In plain figures.

w
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Anything bought from us has
the Bacharach guarantee and
can be exchanged within 48
hours after purchased, , ,
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EVERYTHING IN THE HOUSE ON SALE
i

V

This is the event that'Las Vegiswbmen;1ieLve been looking forward to. We
wish to announce the greatest money saving event of the year. For qviick cler-anc- e
we are offering the best" of our stocks at tremendous reckictions. Big price
v
.
.
concessions re being made in every department. .
;

j
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1--
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QUICK CLEARANCE OFFERINGS
Off i "341-- 4 Off ; 5 Off
ALL MUSUN
UNDERWEAR.

14 OFF
ALL SUMMER
PAiLASOLS

.

All LoLces

All Summer
VVa.sK
1--

4

Fabrics

6ff

,

I

and

-.

j

Garments, now
'$9.00 Garments, now
$7.50

0ff

317.50

WASH
DRESSES

Our

to

340.00

Ready-to-We-

ar

"The
;

Furaps and Oxfords
Reduced
Fifteen Per Gent
.

j.

No .Exceptions to Our Dis

Garments, now

.2

;-

."

$5.00
$6.00

i
!

$8.00

.

$10.00

U

$11.67

to

326.67

Department Stands Second to None

store

counts
.

.

.,

$12.00 Garments,' now
$15.00 Garments, now

ALL WHITE ALL
GOODS

jOne-Thir-

'

Embroidery
i-- 4

Off

2

Women's Tailored Sijits, Coats and
d
Dresses Reduced
'
'.
.AL.I

1--

1- -4

;

1--

E. LAS VEGAS- -

lmc

QUICK CLEARANCE OFFERINGS
Off
Off
14 Off
1-

:

-2

ALL

One Lot of
House Dresses

J.

1- -2

Off

t

,;

B O X'S .All Wom en's
SUITS
Shirtwaists

All WOMEN'S
HATS

.

1-- 4

Qff

15 Off

ALL MEN'S All Suit Cases

UNDERWEAR.

or Quality
Charge Customers Will Be
Allowed Sale Prices

and Trunks

One lot of S3.S3.no
and $1 Pumps and
Oxfords Now $2.29
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NEW COAL COMPANY

I

I

Santa Fe, June 9. Incorporation pa
YESTERDAYS RESULT8
pers were filed today by the Direct
Line Coal company of Gallup, McKin- ley county, capitalized at $130,000 di
National League
vided Into 103,000 shares. Arthur A.
At New York
Jones is named statutory agent The
R. H. E
.
1 3
Incorporators and directors are: Ar St Louis
.
4 g
thur A. Jones, Albuquerque, 9,800 New York
Batteries: Steele, Hagerman, Griner
shares, Richard A. Jones and Benja
and Wingo; Tesreau and Meyers, Mc
min Gibby, Gallup. 100 shares each.

I

I

m. m. jenitins oi uenver was a
business visitor here today.
James uocnran or Chicago was a
AT
business visitor here today.
ifl. vv
Werner or Trinidad came
in last Sight for a short business visit
r
Lean...
(Continued From Page One.)
. B. Clayton or Corona, N. M., came
in last night and will remain: for some
the rations they will supply, will ex
At rmiadeiphia
r, h. E
days.
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
7 12
Pittsburgh
W. A. Moore of Albuquerque came pect to receive as many of f&e refu
5 n
Philadelphia
In last night for a few days business gees as they desire and have Arms for
SLOWLY ORVINGIUP
Batteries: Harmon, McQuillan and
them.
visit
Gibson. Caleman: Alexander and kil
Obregorfs army far outnumbers
E. M. Hlxlnbaugh, of Ocate came iu
lifer.
last nfeht for a few day business that of the defenders, but the seagirt
FOLLOWING WATROUS' EXAMPLE
and
situation
of
Mazatlan
precipitous
visit in this city.
OTHER TOWNS VOTED YESTER-DAAt Boston
R. H. E.
Lorenzo Delgado and Secundino Ro- and the superior artillery of the gar
TO CLOSE SALOONS
Cincinnati
3 6 0
athim
rison
has
from
prevented
mero went to Onava this morning on
Boston
2 4
a;
2
assault.
tempting
costly
general
a brief business visit.
Three additional towns were placed
Batteries:
Benton and
The cruiser South Dakota arrived
Clark;
M. C. de Baca and Trinidad Sena
cn northern New Mexico's dry list as James and Gowdy..
returned yesterday evening from a here today with 600 marines."
the result of yesterday's elections:
h
i
.
i
business trip to Santa Rosa.
Wagon Mound, Levy and Optimo. The
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Colortel
Denies
Calles
Rumor
W, G.' Ogle left this afternoon for
votes in the three towns were as fol Chicago
.
3 6 2
9.
A
June;
Ariz.,
Douglas,
message
Wagon Mound where he will be on
lows:
2 E 2
Brooklyn
received
here
last
constitu
night
by
next
for
few
the
buslneps
days.
Wagon Mound: Dry, 115; wet, 113;
Batteries, Pierce, Humphries ard
Manuel D. A. Maes, a prominent tionalist Agent Levler, from Colonel majority for
dry, 2.
Bresnahan;
Rucker, Reulbach and
'
at
Calles,
denied
Hermoalllo,
that
any
business man of Maes, was in Las
Levy: Dry, 38; wet, 10; majority Miller.
had
taken
as
been
has
fighting
place
on
a
business
brief
visit
Vegas today
for dry, 28.
Alvan N. White, superintendunt of rumored. The telegrams stated that
Optimo: Dry, 43 ;wet 14; major
American League
all was quiet there, aud that reports
public instruction for this state, came
for dry, 29.
ity
At
Detroit
R.H.E.
of
"had
been given to the
fighting
in last night for a short business visit
Watrous went dry in Saturday's Philadelphia
5 9 2
American
enwmies."
press
by
here.
election by a small majority. There Detroit 4 9 1
Colonel Calles further stated that
Mrs. p. M. Jones left last night for
are several sections of northern New
Batteries:Plank
and
Wj'koff,
was
he
on.
to
march
Guada Mexico which are
preparing
Albuquerque, where she was called on
arid as the result Lapp; Cavert, Main and Stanage.
account of the eerlous illness of rela lajara with the third battalion of Son- - of elections held under the new local
ora in order that he might be in the
tives.
At St Louis
option law. conflicting reports are
R.H.E.
Mrs. William Stapp left last night final assault on that city and then received as to the benefit derived
7 13 3
Washington
for Kansas City, where she will, visit march on to, Mexico City. Although From the newly "dried" sections of St. Louis
8 13 2
Colonel
Calles
reported that Jie had San Miguel county comes the report
friends and relatives for the next few
Batjterices;
Shaw,
Bentley
AyES,,
asked and had been given permission that' conditions1 have been
weeks.
ereatlr fin and Henry; James, Hoch, Mitchell
A. A. Sena of Park Springs came to leave HermosIUo, reports from
proved those hiring labor being able and Agnew, Crossin.
stated that he has been displac- to secure and
in yesterday evening and will be a
keep help. Instead of
business visitor in this city for sev- ed in command there by Colonel An- seeing their men leave them after the
At Chicago
.R.H.E.
tonio W. Guerrero. One report was first pay day. On the other
eral days.
hand, New York
0 2 0
Mrs. George Tripp came in this af- that he intended to organize a coun however, the same dry districts are
.
2 0
...1
Chicago
ternoon for a several days' visit in ter revolution along the border and said by other informers to be the
Fisher and Nunamaker;
(Batteries:
this city. Mrs. Tripp resides at attempt to oust Governor Maytorena scenes or drunken debauchesiowing Russell and Alcock.
of Sonora,
to the fact that large quantities of
Levi, N.' M.
James Whitmo're returned last night
whiskey are brought in to tide over
At Cleveland
R.H.E,
Blockade not Rescinded
from his ranch near Anton Chico,
the thirsty until next trip to a wiet Cleveland 8 14 2
Mexico City, July 9. General Aure- - district Instead of
where he has been on business for
making a jug last Boston - 11 11 0
aliano Blanquet, minister for war, for several days, some of the
several days.
people
Batteries: Bowmann, Blanding,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Neafiis and family when questioned tonight concerning are reported as having tried to drink
James and Bessler;
to
rumors
as
the resignation of the the whole contents, with the assist Bedient Mitchell,
left today for Mr. Neafus' ranch in the
and Carrigan.
Puerto valley, where they will remain Mexican cabinet and whether there ance of a few friends, in a much short- wa any truth in them, as far as he er time.
for a few weeks,
Federal League
was
chilDr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown and
concerned, declined to make any
At Chicago
R. H. E,
,
dren of Valmora came in this after- statements;
12 2
.
..3
Brooklyn
,
TODAY'S BASEBALL
In reference to the proposed block
noon In an automobile for a short
4 7 0
.
Chicago
American League
ade of Tampico by the federal gun
stay In this city.
Batteries: Somers and, Owens; Mo
New York at Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Lynch left this boats, General Blanquet said that alGulre
and Wiltsch.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
afternoon for points in the east where though it had been suspended the
Second Game
R.H. E.
"Cleveland.
Boston
at
had not been rescind12 1
they erpect to visit friends and 'rela- original decree
10
Brooklyn
Washington at St Louis.
ed. He declined to comment on dis7 8" 6
tives for some time.
Chicago
Mr. W. G. Haydon and daughter re- patches from Washington stating that
Batteries: Lafittee, Marlon, Seaton
National League
turned this afternoon from points In the American government would not
and
Land; Fisk, Watson, Lange and
Chicago at Brooklyn.
Missouri and Illinois where they have recognize the blockade.
Block, Wilson.
at
Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh
A
decree suspending
presidential
been visiting for-thpast few weeks.
Cincinnati at Boston.
the federal blockade of Tamploo apMiss Artie L. MoMagon of Artesia,
At St Louis
R.H.E.
Louis at New York,
St
The
issues
in
of
peared
evening
N. M., arrived in Las Vegas last night
13 10 1
....
Pittsburgh
Diario.
Mexi
It
declares
as
that
the
2 9. 1
and will attend the New Mexico NorSt Louis
r
Federal League,
can delegates to the mediation conmal University here during tho sum-mrWalker
Batteries:
and
Berry;
Brooklyn at Chicago..
ference at Niagara Falls are negotiatWlllett and Hartley.
Buffalo at Kansas City.
con
for
maintenance
the
of
the
ing
Isaiah Hale, the. head of the safety
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
duct of things established when medi
At Kansas City
first movement of the Santa Fe RailRi, H. E.
ation was initiated with respect to Baltimore at Indianapolis.
8 14 1
Buffalo
way company, came in last night for the
receipt of arms and ammunition
7
Kansas
a short business visit In this city. His
City
Western League
by the constitutionalists the decree
Batteries : Moore, Moran and Blair;
headquaters are at Topeka.
St. Joseph at Lincoln,
blockade of Tampico is
a
establishing
Stone, Cullop and Easterly.
Myers of the declared in
Superintendent
Sioux City at Topeka.
abeyance.
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Omaha at Wichita.
General Blanquet would not discuss
At Indianapolis
R.ILE.
Railway company, left this arternoon the requorted 'evacuation of Guaymas
Des Moines at Denver.
'
Baltimore .
1n his private business car for Trini- 5, 8
the
federal
under
General
troops
by
15 15
Indianapolis
"
da dand other points on the northern Joaquin vTollez.
Batteries:
Wilhelm, Yount and
yart of his division.
General Ignaclo Morelos Zaragoza,
and Rarlden.
", .r
Jacklitsch;
Miss Nelle Batchelor, daughter of with
Falkenburg
the federal troops, who defended
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor of this
o
Tampico
long against the constitu
Western League
city, returned last night from New tionaligts, arrived today at Pachuca,
At Denver
R.H.E.
York city, where she has been at
capital of the state qf Hidalgo, three
National League
Des Moines
3 8 0
tending Columbia university for the hours journey, by rail from the fed
L.
PC. DenveF? ..... - Cir.Jr.-- 4 ,12 .1
past year. Miss Batchelor will spend eral capital.
.641
14
New York
...25
Batteries: Lakoff and Haley; Gas- the summer with her parents.
Provisional President Huerta today Cincinnati
18
.609 kell and Block.
. .v8
t
manager
Helfrlch,
formerly
Leroy
reviewed the rural guards and lanc
.561
18
of the local agency of the Wells Fargo ers in Chapultepec park. Ha was1 ao. Pittsburgh . .....Q.23
'
23
23
.500
.
Chicago
At Lincoln
R.H.E.
now
for
auditor
and
Express company
companled by Dr. Ignaclo Alcero, min Brooklyn , .f .
.475 Lincoln 21
1 5 4
the western division of that company, ister- of' the interior, and General Carj49
26
.458 St Joseph 22
Louis
8 11 0
St
came in this afternoon for a short los RIncon Gallardo, chief of the rural
.450
18
22
Batteries: "Jordan and Rehor; Ster- Philadelphia
business visit in this city. His head- guards.
12
.300 zer and' Schangi,
23
Boston .
quarters are at Los Angeles, Calif.
Los
W. C. Swett of
Angeles, Calif.,
'
American League
At Wichita
R.H.E.
arrived in Las Vegas this morning in TICKETS FOR PLAY
W.
L.
2 8 2
Pot Wichita .
;.t
a Stevens Duryea automobile enroute
17
.605 Omaha 3 11 1
; . ...... 26
Philadelphia
York.
The
New
to
Los
Irom
Angeles
GO Nli FAST Washington .
ARE
27
.600
18
Scott
Batteries:
and
Jones; Grover
automobile in which Mr. Swett trav'.
.583 and! Crosby.
28
20
Detroit
eled was equipped with wire wheels.
24
21
.533
St. Louis
.;
'Ha reports the roads in,' this county THE SECOND .APPEARANCE OF
"
22
22
.500
,1
.
BoBton
At 'Topeka- -"
R.H.E.
I
NORMALlPitAY
WILL BE,
lnr excellent condition.
3 10 2
Chicago.'
.457 Topeka
.
.."
..21
'25
ATTENDED
both
man
who
lost
-Herman Nolz, the
- KARGELX
5 5
..
25
.405
Sioux
New
...17
UjU-'
TWr.'.
4
City
'" ? "
legs the latter" part of AprH, when Jie
I
1
14
30
.313
MoGrath
Clevelan
and
Batteries:
Lemon;
a'i
The
.advance
second
the
for
train
taiving
tale
Attempted to board
-' Ji
: :; :
Withers and Watte.
ere, left last night for Delaware, p., production of "A Bachelor's Ro
".
'
Federal
League
class!
lN6lz
mance'
of
the
.play of the class
where" he'1 will" Join' relatives.
i
V
W.
U
Pet
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
was cared for by the local Santa Fe 1914 of the New Mexico Normal Uni22
16
.579
Baltimore .
la
which
to
was
be
vs.
the
"Kid"'
Coulon
treatment
in
versity,
Williams,
excellent
given
and
Johnny
npspltal,
22
.564 20
.
17
v
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
given him during his entire stay. He opera house Jnext Thursday levening, Buffalo
25
.556
20
thus far. The Chicago .
"Kid" Julian vs. Joe Kansas, 19
is; a young man of considerable ability, has been excellent
'
18
19
.486 rounds, at Syracuse, N. Y.
but was out of funds. He attempted to seats were placed on sale this morn- (Brooklyn .
.' V
.476
22
Pittsburgh
i.,.20
beat his way on the train in a vain ing at the Murphey drug store.
Those who have been attending the St. Louis
..21 25 .457
effort to secure work.
18
rehearsals of the play, during the ipast Indianapolis .
.450 A NOVELTY IN STORE.
22
few days are of the opinion that the Kansas City
26
.435
20
CONVENTION
OF HARDWARE
production will be better next Thurs
fO I BALL FANS
White Sulphur Springs, Va., June 9. day than when it was first given,
Western League
All sections of the country and all though the play as given during comI
L.
W.
Pet.
,
branches of the hardware trade were mencement week was excellent in Sioux City
.617 GIRLS' BALL TEAM OF ST. LOUIS
18
29
'represented here today at the opening every way.
Denver . .
13
.27
.600
TO PLAY LOCAL SQUAD
n
of the annual convention of the
19
It is expected that the advance sale St Joseph ..........27
.587
THIS MONTH
Hardware Manufacturers 'asso- will continue heavy tomorrow and bes Moines .
22
.24
.522
ciation. The Southern Hardware Job- Thursday and that the opera house Lincoln'.
24
23
.490
Manager F. D. Baer of the Las
bers' association is meeting In con- will be filled again Thursday, as was Omaha '.
.21
23
.477
baseball club, a team which
Vegas
junction with the manufacturers. The the case at the first appearance of the Wichita
20
30
.400 is composed of players from both
sessions wil continue until Friday.
play.
15
32
Topeka
.319 East and West sides, thia morning

CONFERENCE
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PEOPLES BANK

l TRUST CO.

PAID IN CAPITAL. 5114,220.00
)

1

'

Since iu organization thia Bank has consistently and
constantly devoted its efforta to the npbUding of
a safe and conservative banking Institution.
r
. ;
'
:.
IU constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence that IU effort
art appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customen are now on our books, but there 1s ample
space for more We
to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Aik the
man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

i

-

,

or

MakeJThis Bank Your Bank.

.

We Pas ZJo on'Checking Accounts

A
.,

Cordial Welcome (o All Visitors
We Pay

ifo

on Time and Savings Accounts
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No-gal-

BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 Piece Dinner Set given
for coupons. One coupon will be found In each carton of Crystal But- ier. ne complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
2
1

Crystal Creamery Co.

a,

..

announced that arrangements have
practically been completed for a' game
to be 'played between the local club
and the St Louis Stars, a girls team
that will pass through Las Vegas en

i lie auon I J m
1

--

,

it

ready-mad-

'

e

cigarettes

country combined and the sales
are steadily growing.
Millions of experience
UUU

LJUL lld.111

ready made.
Cigarettes

-

II

'

I

lUUdttU

ill

ylT

hand-mad-

e

frormVBull" Durham
possess a fresh, fragrant
aroma jthat is irresistibly

attractive a rich, smooth
flavor that is wonderfully
satisfying.

r

pfifc
ijlililili

ilO

5

.

i

1

vSMOKINGhTOQACCO

(Enough for forty

,

hand-mad-

e

cigarettes in each

5-ce-

nt

sack)
,

Get
sack at the nearest
dealer's today "roll your own"
and enjoy the most satisfying luxury
in the tworld. Sold wherever good

mm

a.,5-ce- nt

l'l

jjjjjpj

o" "papert" with
ach Se

uaxiur

pyV.

''

tobacco is sold
get ivffeshi

and you can always

pl?p7

An Illustrated Booklet, showing
correct way to "Roll Your Own"
Cigarettes, and a Book of cigarette papers, will
both fcs mailed to you, free, on postal request.
Address "EuU" Durham, Durham, N. C.

.

-

Am-erlca-

........

U-

to any kind they can buy

,

-

zbi.

in-th- is

smokers prefer the cigarettes
they roll for; themselves from

"

'.

--

.

is sold in a year to make approximately 12 billion cigarettes about
the same number as all brands of

mm-

...:.':.?.

,

?t

Enough "Bull'' DurhamTobacco

,

--

'

ivi.amngs

.

-

i

(

--

92

Fl;

route to California the latter part of! possible that it may take
place on,
this month or the first of next,
some other day. The St Louis team
The game will be played on a Sun- is supposed to be a crack
organization.
day if possible, but as no definite
The final announcement of the
date has been selected as yet it is game will be made shortly

,

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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MISSION SCHOOL PROSPERING

.

Con.

1IV, . JT.una . me annual
re
port of the
Mission
school of the Presbyterian church at
Allison-Jame-

s

T5he

Hlobby bestaubant and caff

OPTIC

&ania tre, was filed today with the
department of education.
The value of grounds, building and
rurnlsnings Is given as $66,500. There
are 12 teachers and an enrollment of
105 girl pupils. The number of
days
in last year's school session was 170
II
and the average dally attendance was
79., Nineteen of the pupils came from
Taos county, 18 from Rio Arriba. 16
from Mora, seven from Santa Fe, six
from Bernalillo, four from Union, two
from bandoval and Colfax, each, and
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
one from Dona Ana, all of the
pupils
TISEMENTS
being of Spanish-AmericaDarentaire
The grades represented were from the
first to the tenth. The superintend Flv cent per lint each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
ent Is Miss Olinda Meeker.
no ad to occupy less space than two
lines
All advertisements
charged
will bs booked at space actually set
MORE MONEY FOB
without regard to numbsr of words.
Cash In sdvlncs preferred.
NEW

THJ BEST

SOCIETY DIRECTOR Y

TOJT

COLUMN

n

GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLB1

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
A. M. Regular com102 Meets
every Monday nifat p
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Don eta.
Ihird Thursday
in 8 O'clock. J"lsitin meinh.r.
acH month. Visiting diaMy welcome,
j. c. Werta, Pr
cordially la. dent; J. T. Bahier,
Secretary; 0,
vlted, Guy M. Cary, W. M., H, S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

......
...

a

Petten, Secretary.
LA

VEGAS COMMANDERV, NO.
t,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg

iar concuvs

A

iw
u.

Aar in each aisstk at
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
M. Smith, E. C: Chaa Tamme.
Ra.
oorder.

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Vas
day evenings each month at Wsofc
men hall. Visiting brothers
coris
ly Invited to attend. C. N. DouflaA
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar

BRIDGES

HIGHWAY
COMMISSION
MAKES APPROPRIATION
FOR CROSSINGS

Santa Fe, June 9. The state high
way commission at a meeting held
this forenoon came to the aid of
Guadalupe county and settled the
bridge controversy by of ferine to con
tribute $3,426 toward the cost of the
proposed $13,000 bridge across the
Pecoe at the
lower crossing
at Fort Sumner, the state to pay the
money on the first Monday ot next
January after the bridge had been
accepted. The .county had asked for
bids for bridges across the Pecos at
Anton Chico, Puerto de Luna and
Fort Sumner, but on opening these
bids found that the lowest figures for
the three bridges would exceed the
total available for bridge building the
next two years. In the effort to elim
inate the Fort Sumner bridge a con
troversy arose which threatened to tie
up all three projects.
Mate Engineer French notified
County Clerk George Sena of Santa
Rosa, who was at Albuquerque today.
of the offer of the state highway
commission.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regalar con- -

STATE

s4i
'W
OPTIC

vocanon first Monday in
each month at Munni
fempla at 7:30
m. p. Na
A. Briaeear. H. p.;
n No.
iilood, Secretary.
No.

I. O.- O. F. LAS VCRiB
.
kuuu6 tNO.
4. Meets everr Mnnd.

NUMBIR, MAIN L

No.

East Bound
Arrive
7'20 p. m
4.

...11:54

8....

It....

p. m
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

'

Desan
7:45

. m

ll : BS i.

2:3 a. a.
2:0s f.

Arrive
Deyart
their hall on Sixth street All
No. 1.... l:10 p. m
visiting
l:3( f. A
brethren cordially invite to
attend No. I.... 6:35 a. m..... 6:4 a.
J. Friedenstine, N. O.; A. T.
Rogers. No. 7.... 4:20 p. m..... 4:31 9. ak
i. imwooa, secretary; Karl No.
7:01 f.
I.... :35 p. m
Werts. Treasurer: P v
.
FOR SALE Handsome book case and
Cemetery Trustee.
other furniture.
Mrs. W. H.
814 Fifth street.
B. P. O. ELKS Mnata
J
j
fourth Tuesday evenlna- - of
FOR SALE $18 Lyon and Healy
month Etka" home on Ninfh trot
I
banjo and case. Practically new. and
Douglas avenue. Visitin wtho.
Cheap. Geo. A. Fleming, Main 40. are
cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring- er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, I This
FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot
Secretary.
Springs. For information see Frank
Silver
LeDuc Plaza west of Vegas
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECUR.
-- if
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Maeta In
use
O. R.
hall, Douglas avenue, on the
first and third Tuesdays of each
EMPRESS
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. FreeFLOUR
FOR RENT Residence, four rooms,
man, President; Miss Cora Montaime
kitchen, bath, toilet. 902 Columbia, Financier; Mrs. A. V.
Morrow. Local
Phone Main 299.
It ' giving you
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue: , Z. W
CONTRACTORS
a present for doMontague Assistant Deputy, 10U
NOTICfc
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
Bids for completing a school house
oijiui Bureet, juasi las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
in district No. 49, Las Vegas Hot
!
you 'd do wry
L. O. O. MOOSE-M- eets
Springs, will be received by the under- MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
.second anfi
signed directors, until the 20th of June Profeslonal Health
rourth
way wnen you
evenln
Thursday
each
Culture for Ladle
at 5 p. m. The bids may be put in in General
month
"W. hall.
at
W.
o.
learn how Much
viiHn.
Hair
Massage.
and Rnam
part or for the whole work, as follows
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK brothers cordially lnvlteil.
BetfevEMPRESS
. For erecting the walls and
Davis, Dictator; p. a. Urn
plaster
cure, Chiropody.
Secretary
FLOUR realb is.
ing inside.
J. E. ROSENWALD I nn
...
Steam Laundry Building
Construction of one chimney, (brick)
o
I. 0. Of B. B. Meets everr flrat
Made by GERPhone Vegas 128
Tnu
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. day of the month In the
letting in a heating plant.
MAN PROCESS
vestry room
All tin work.
uw Vegas.
uf Temple Monteflore at
New Me
o'clock s
I
All painting.
m. Visiting brothers are
ONE COUPON FROM
cordially In
All information can he obtained from
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
vited. Isaac Apnel. Prnalrtent- - r.i-i- .
FIVE
county school superintendent.
STAMPS
Osteopathic Physician
Greenclay, Secretary.
TORIBIO MARTINEZ, Chairman
BRINGS YOU THE
Office Crockett Buildine
SPOON
LORENZO LEAL, Secretarv
Office Houra 9 to 12 a. m 1 to 5 p. m MODERN
IT S
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
M. F. DES MARAIS,
GENUINE WM.
Residence
Phone
Main
384
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl;
Supt
ROGERS &
mt
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
SONS'
A A
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
on the second and fourth
Mondays
STANDARD
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION!
Dentist
8
at
month
p. m. C. H. Stewan
In the District Court of the
SILVER
Dental work of any description at
Fourth
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk.; Z. W
Judicial District of the State of
moderate prices
Local Deputy. Visitln
Montague,
New Mexico, Sitting Within and for Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon mfcmbeia are
especially welcone anf
FRENCH'
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
the County of San Miguel.
cordially Invited.
tREY (STERAetna Building Association,
LING) FINISH
MONUMENT CO
Plaintiff,
NIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CIvs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
No. 7606
NO. 804. Meets second
V.
EMPRESS
and
Mrs. D. E. Milliren or Delia
215 E. Centra
;
urth Thursday In O. R. n hail
18 Years Practical Experience.
Q. Milliren, D. E.
can be
Milliren,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
R. A. JONES
her husband, and Ella
w W. ROWRPa
f
ire cordially Invited. Richard Devlne, I tained in this city frorf
Turner.
K.: Frank AngeL F. 8.
HUNKER A. HUNKER
Defendants.
HunKer.
George
The said defendants, and
Chester A. Hank,
each of
of them, are hereby notified
Attorneys-at-Latw
sui in attachment has been
Esst Tas Teeas. New Mexico
brought
1,000 lbs., or Mars, Each Del very
against them, in 'the above named
........Me per 1M Cht
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 bs. Each Delivery
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Court, and that the following describv..,w.25o psr 1N lbs,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs, Eseh
by local applications, as they cannot
ed property has been
Dellvsry
psr 1N Ike.
attached In said reach
BO
the diseased portion of the ear.
lbs, to 208 lbs., Eadi Delivery
cause,
......40s
pr 1M Ike,
Less than 61 lbs. Each Dellvsry .w.w.m-IThe N. W. Quarto nt ,, a tit There is only one way to cure deafIo
psr 1N Ik
ness, and that Is by constitutional
quarter of Section No
remedies. Deafness is caused bv an
E. Quarter of the S.
A
E. Quarter of So
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
"on rso. 28, ail in Township 1
UUUUi, ing or the Eustachian Tube. When
Harvesters, Btorers, aad Distributors ef Hatmral lee, Us PartSa US
Range 34 East. N. M P. M f
.
this tube Is Inflamed you have a rum
tAstlac Qualities t Which Have Made Las Vegas Tinea.
the County of Roosevelt, in the
State bling sound or Imperfect
OFFICE 7f1 OOUQLAI AVENUE
hearing, and
ui wew Mexico.
when It is entirely closed, Deafness Is
Also Lot No. 4 In RlncV 1J
ooo JL the result, and unless
'
the inflammai
the North Park Addition to
the city tion can be taken out and the tube
"L vlols- Slurry County, State of New restored to its
normal condition, hearMexico.
will be destroyed forever; nine
ing
That said suit is a
proceeding to re cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
aver rrom the defendants, and each of which Is nothing but an inflamed
con
uiem, tne sum. of Three Hundred Four dition of the
mucous
surfaces.
teen ana
nAiia
mii-i,u
We will give One Hundred Dollars
interest at the rate of 12 ner cent
for any case of Deafness (caused by
annum from the 8th
day of April, catarrh) that cannot be . cured by
u. 1314, until
paid, together with Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send, for circu
8ts or suit.
lars, free.
That unless you. and earn r
ClassiSetf ad seaxo eat us teeile fe vkeUMeki eg 1$
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
'ler an appearance In said cause on
those who MIGHT E1T ta ferttsmlai tkixf fi vera Best,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
or before Mondav
.
9.7th ria.
Take Hall's Family puis for consti
Tkst prcerty yea vaal e sell to Wmt X RS1V 9 fmmM
,A.
D.
1914, a Judgment by de- - pation. Adv.
J'y,
vke
reads ike eda. la tale aevspaperjts
srsWi ITft feegi S
muii win oe entered asainst von nnri
row property aalese It were airertissa we.
each of you, and the attached nrrmprtv
For An Impaired Appetite.
sold to satisfy said
To Improve the
judgment
and
Others- - wle read sad emssrer aas. u om sevineter waal
fgw
ilie names of thm oftnrnevf fro- - tha strengthen the digestionappetite a few
are anxioss te ysy eaea for) fcooks, aateaekQee,
try
siaeklmf
Plaintiff are Messrs. Veeder and Veed-e- r, doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Mr.
and rurnitnr. artlslas el tMtilmesa H Mr asrt, aaf waste!
and their offlc anA nnstofftae rA. J. H. Seitz. of Detroit MWi
itrcmests.
dress is Lag Vegas, New Mexico.
'They restored my appetite when im- i eai)
As ta slassarf
LORwvzn totTjOADO.
fc read kf kH 6J1U
paired, relieved me of a bloated feel-InMyit, m 9
Clerk, District Court, San Migue!
e k Kslvf 1 ts
slhle sen el tkimta, ky
and caused a pleasant and satism
County, New Mesiro.
factory movement of the bowels." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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If you have been neglecting to

!

subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

BBto. VJuUll

n !n nnn n o

uv si
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
.and you get the electric Iron

W (wUob&gbIIw

IFt(B(B

H

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of It! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same'as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
.... ..
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
:

I

.".--

!

I

i

while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL

ARE COOL

a,

The Optic for
lescbor

saving-convenien-
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whole year and this
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Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You itiay Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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POLISH MOPS

AR

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

Pinch's Golden Weeding Rye,' aged
In wood. 'Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

prices,"

In connectionryith 'ttie local option
vote In Watrousl last Saturday; Mtfrraji
v"
0(
Carleton, a well "known rsld'en,t
result
'that
the'
that place stated today
was a good thing for that place. Muiv
ray alBO announceri'thai he '.was among
those gooff cltizeps who joted (Iry,,- j

Remember the margin of profit we sell puts us in a class
where we have no competition. There is a vast difference
While
between cheap and low priced merchandise.
the quality in any article we sell is high theprice is low.
We sell the best let others sell the rest.
Don f Forget Our Upholstering Department

Page Sample Furniture Co.
507 6th St

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to 'it Order a sack to'
-- ;
day.
i

She Las Vegas Roller Mills
President 3

AL KINDS OF BERRIES

J.

II. YORK
GROCER

&

BAKER

Never have the sheep men been in
a way to expect more prosperity than
Is in store for them this year, accord

EDWARD T. PLOWMAN, SUPERIN- TENDENT NEW MEXICO DIVI- SION, PASSES AWAY

Following a stroke of paralysis last
night Edward T. Plowman, one of the
best known officials of the Fred Har
vey system in this state, died tils
morning at 7:30 o'clock at Deming
NT.
M. where for the past few weeks
he has been acting manager, In the
absence of the regular official. The
news of Mr.i plowman's death comes
to. this city a avhockvlO his many
so-- .
friends.
wren
Mr. Plowma'n'i health has been fail
ing for the past 'few years, and about
three months ago he went to Hot
Springs, Ark. He returned to this city
apparently improved and shortly lifter
went to Deming. Mr. Plowmah" was
47 years of age and was born in Leav
enworth, Kan. He Is survived by his
mother, a resident of Leavenworth,
and a number of distant relatives.
Mr. Plowman had been In tke em
ploy of the Fred Harvey eating house
system for 25 years or more. He be
gan work at the bottom and several
months ago was selected as superin
tendent of the New Mexico, or west
ern, division. He was considered one
of the most capable men in the serv
ice, ancl was undoubtedly the most

ing to reports brought to E. Rosen wald
rfnd Son by their country customers.
The ..earlyspVfng rams brought' out
the grass in nice' shape and. mild
weathep prevailed (luring the lambing
Two marriag licenses were Issued season. ; The result has been that the
'
yesterday afternoon at the court lamb crop amounts to over 9g per
house. The couple made happy were1 cent, the numbert'of the wooly babies
Jose Maria Chavez, aged 31, and Maria lost being 'unusually small.' With
'
Mendez, aged 22, both of Tecolote; many lambs and good pastures
and popular.,
Forrest D. Cramer, aged 23, and Mrs. ranges the drovers may well feel hap- For
five years he was located
Lena Onion, aged 23, of EastjLas Ve
in this .city, as manager of the local
gas.
branch and, during his residence here
TJndersheriff Felipe Lope,z yester was progressive In every way, being
At a short session of the probate day afternoon arrested J. B. Ward, a Interested in the
city affairs and the
court yesterday afternoon Probate resident of the mesa, upon complaint upbuilding of the city, as well as mak
Judge Adelaido Tafoya granted the pe- of Matt Gerk who charges Ward with ing the local Harvey house one of
tition asking .that Mrs. Clara Adler maiming and disfiguring a cow. The the best on the system. He always
be appointed guardian of the estate case is set for hearing before Justice called Las Vegas his home and when
of Claribel and Natalie Adler, minors. D. R. Murray tomorrow morning at selected superlnendent for the western
Her bond was fixed at $3,000, which 10 o'clock. Ward Is charged with hav division he made this
city headquarshe furnished.
ing maimed the animal with a shot ters, in preference to any other city
gun. From information received this in the state.
The green tag sale being held at the afternoon the cow which was disfigurHe was a man of great ability, with
E. Bosenwald and Son store Is at ed had! strayed on property belonging a
personality that made friends from
tracting large crowds to their place to Ward although the property enter- the first acquaintance.
of business.
A member, of the ed by the namlla is not fenced, it is
Although no official Information has
firm stated this morning
that said.
been received, it is probable that the
every clerk was kept on the Jump all
body will be taken to Leavenworth,
The entertalnmment. committee of Kan., for burial.
day yesterday waiting on the trade.
the Elks' lodge has announced
Automobile stage line to Mora will shirtwaist dance for Friday evening
be put in service, commencing Tues-Jun- e at the clubhouse. Each lady who ac
GERONIKIO LOJAN
9,
Tuesday, Thursday companies an Elk to the dance is re
and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas post quested to bring a basket lunch, which
office 8 a, m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. will be disposed of at an auction sale.
SENT TO ASYLUM
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas Thla revivalj of the
bas5:45 p. m. Fare for round trlp'fs!; ket ' supper Js expected to furnish a
one way, f 3. Round trip tickets good good deal of fun. Th tClk will fur-nsi-h JUDGE D. J. LEAHY C0MMIT8 MAN
WHO CUTS CATS INTO i
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
refreshments in addition to the
MINCE-MEA417 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 39?. lunches.
Every Elk in Las Vegas,
: whether a member
Adv.
of the local lodge
After learning that Geronimo Lujam
Or not, is invited to the dance. Elks
The concrete work on the gap about' are asked' to make dates early," so a; resident of the country neaF
had captured a number of cats
seven miles south of this' city," has tba-- t the ladies may have time to
pre and then reduced
them to mincemeat
been completed according to an T an pare lunches.
nouncement received today which
by the Industrious wielding of an axe.
Judge David J. Leahy became convincmeans that this place,' known to tour
Ralph Goodrich, a mesa rancher, was ed that the statement of
the man'
ists as the worst "between this city and given the decision,
by Jptice W. F. relatives that he was' a fit candidate
Santa Fe, will goon" he 'open for gen- Calhoun in the case
of Goodrich for the New Mexico
eral traffic. The work Is being done
Hospital for the
against Hlglnlo Maes for the recovery Insane was correct AocordinKlv he
by a convict gang and is considered of a cow, yesterday afternoon the meissued
committment and the man
the best done by convicts in the en- sa.
Immediately folowlngJiistice Cal- was taken to the etate Institution.
tire state.
houn's decision Maes decided to apLujan Is said to have suffered from
peal the case to a higher court. The occasional fit of insanity. His relaThe announcement given last week affair
resulted by the straying of a
tive, growing afraid of him, brought
that all cowe in the city must nnder- - cow
to Goodrich Into a herd him to Las Vegas and caused a hear
belonging
the
milk
in
city
lnspecrion by
belonging to Maes, it la said. The ing to determine his mental etate to
spector, brought a number of applica- cow bad
.
.
formerly been the. property be held.
tions to City Clerk Charles Tamme, of Maea but had
bands sevchanged
but theer are still a number of own eral times,"
belonging to Goodrich by
ers who- have neglected to comply the last
sale,
according to.reporta. The SIRS. ONION BECOMES
with- - the order. ; Against those who
case will be tried before the district
have not compiled as yet, the author court
for final settlement,
ities say that strict measures will be
BRIDE OF F. CRANE
taken, and that penalty for neglect
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
be forced to the limit.
34th season of this famous mountain resort Carriage out every Sat- QUIET WEDDING IS CELEBRATED
Civil service examinations will be
LAST NIGHT AT E. J.
urday
morning, returning following
held In thie city on the dates men
SCOTT HOME
Friday; charge, Including passage
tioned: Jane 29 Senior highway en both
rates
for
$10.
longways
Special
gineer (male), salary $2,200 to $3,000; er time. Address East Las Vegas,
yesterday evening at 5 o'clock at'
0
highway engineer (male), salary
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's the home of Mr. and Mrs. E., J. Scott,
Mrs. Lena Onion of this city and
to $2,000. July 8 Fiber inspector or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Ma Forrest Crane of Raton were
(male), salary $L800 to $2,000; chemunited in marriage by Jtev. Norman
ist's aid, salary $720 to $1,200; vetTOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY
erinarian (male), salary $1,400; asSkinner. The ceremony was attended
sistant physklst (male), salary $1,400
by the immediate relatives of the
to $L?flO; first clase steam engineer LOST On Columbia or Sixth, a med- bride and groom. Following a short
ical license. Return to Dr. W. E. visit here Mr. and Mrs. Crane will go
(male), nalary $1,20X. July 13
In agricultural
Kaser.
to Raton, where they will reside. Mrs.
geography
Crane has lived in this city for sev(malft),
aiary $1,800. July 20 Forest inspector (mate), salary $3,000. FOR SALE At a bargain, Chickertn? eral years and Is well known here.
For all othpr information see Oscar
upright piano, or will rent Rosen- Mr. Crane Is a young business man
ILinberz at the rostoffice.
thal Furniture Co.
of Raton.
.

-

I S. B. Davis, Vice President."
rLrErla Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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PORCELAIN PLUG

,

A reliable article that
deserves the attention of
every automobile owner.

.

ofjreal Kaolint it is prac

,

Not "Heavier Than Air

hi

tic ally

HOUSE OFFICIAL

,

have just received severaf samples' in botlC(&ss
"UE
will interest' you.
A and Iron Beds. The

IP

DEATH OF HARVEY

Word has been received from Mr.
arid Mrs. Charles Greenclay that they
are in Cleveland, O. They will leave
M. Greenbergfr wuo underwent an
that place tomorrow for New York, operation at tne. Las Vegas hospital
whence they will sail 'for Cuba,
last week, ig. reported as recovering
vr. ..
rapidly.
The Mg'iktfePWtKe Kate Wright
There will be a called communica
place, between ilaWe'sas and Onava,
Which has been practically empty for tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. &
several days, has been filled to the A. M.. Thursday evening, June 11, at
30" o'clock. Work
third ' 'decreet
top by recent"rains: 'And still ttieri
are,spc!jfle who assert' that' it pn eve: Lunch. Members and visitors request!
a uj uo present.
rains in New Mexico!"

Beds, Springs or Mattresses.

JJL

PORCELAIN CORE

for 25 cents

7:42

Charles Schlott has purchased the
big bay horse of Mr. Pepperd, who
has purchased an automobile.

"it

Jefferson
E. D. Raynolda, Vice President
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.

cents

2 Pounds

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Ad t.

Get Our Prices on Brass

V

a

15

STRING BEANS

STIES

Phone, Vegas 114

10

Reliance

BEST THING YOU EVER USED

STEAMS'

A FINE LOT
Selling M

1 Broncho. Two.Reel Feature 1
Our Mutual Girl No. 1 5

Bottles 25c.
Bottles 50c
Quart Cans S1.00

;

CANTELOUPES

"The Relic"

POLISH

AR

St

d

TONIGHT

S1.00
0-CED-

f

PENITENTIARY BOARD MEETS
Santa Fe, June 9. Governor
attended the sessions of the
board of penitentiary commissioners
M. 'A. Otero
today, with
presiding. Mayor D. H. Boatright
was up from Albuquerque, George L.
Ulrick came up from Larrizozo, Jose
Ines Roybal was in from Nambe to
attend the . meeting, they being the
other members in addition to General
Charles F. Easley, of Santa Fe, who
Bids for supplies
Is the secretary.
were opened and contract awarded
to various firms) for six months' sup
plies of groceries, meats, dry goods,
leather and coal.

T

indestructible.

Electrodes are fuscprool Meteor, Terminal
cap fits all
cable terminals and many other distinctive features
worthy of attention are embodied in this plug, s ;

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

7

w''
,IAS

FORMER LY

VEGAS JORD SALES COMPANY

NEW, HAMMOCKS

PROM

j.

'

FOR SUMMER

$2.00 UP

& SON
JOHNSENAvenue

623-62- 5

Douglas

TIRES AND TUB
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Skior plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need'
ed for the auto.
n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

The Las
1

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

Automobile
and Machine Shop
Vegajs

San-Che-

...

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
.i

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,00,;Surplus and JUndivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking wb
svre prepared to give the best of service.
.

"r

Interest Paid on Tims Deposits

C O A;E0Afn

o v ooo

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
K

f y if

:

v--

TOtmms LABOR

.

.'

At ti.2 Home of

tlie Best of Evcr1Mcg Eatable

$1,-80-

Chase & Sanborn's Coffees and Teas
Always the Best

'

THE GOAAF & HAYWARO CO. STORE

Saved by Using

PIKES .PEAK
SELF RISING FLOUR
Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

ASK FOS IT

